
How To Apply Noreac Primer

Why use Noreac primer? 

With MC strippers removed from the market in many areas it maybe necessary to spray over an 
existing surface that’s been previously coated especially if mechanical, or chemical stripping is 
impractical. 

What surfaces can Noreac be used on? 

Properly prepared swimming pools, porcelain, tile, concrete, steel, fiberglass, composites, just about 
any hard surface located in a splash zone.

How to Prepare Surface?

All surfaces must be clean, dry and dull. Sand, etch, or abraid the surface until you have completely 
dulled the surface. For hard to dull surfaces such as porcelain and tile dulling up mechanically is not 
efficient or is it considered properly prepared. These types of surfaces must be de-laminated using 
enchants like our Power Clean PC-001 etching cleaner. Ensure all cleaning residue and sanding dust is 
removed using a tack cloth. Once the area is cleaned be sure to give the surface a final solvent wipe 
using only VMP naphtha.  

Mixing Noreac primer: 

If you're using a spray can, shake can vigorously for 2-3 minutes prior to spraying. Turn spray can 
upside down and spray a test shot.  This primes the spray can and ensures a fine even coat when you 
depress the Nozzle. Apply thin coats waiting 3-5 minutes between each coat. For shorter dry times 
force dry each spray can coat using your turbine air, blow dryer or heat gun. If using a spray gun pour 
the amount needed into your cup and thin according to your spray equipment. If using a 2 or 3 stage 
turbine hvlp you will need to reduce more than usual as Noreac is a viscous material.  A four stage and 
greater turbine will require approximately 15 % reduction. Thin only with VMP Naphtha. 

Spraying Noreac Primer: 

Spray a light tack coat over a feathered out edge of the existing coating or spray over the entire surface.
Air dry the first tack coat 2-5 minutes depending on how much you applied. Apply another coat, only a 
spray a medium tack coat. Air dry the surface for 2-5 Minutes. Apply a final coat and air dry 3-5 
minutes.  Noreac is an aromatic dry coating so do not spray it heavy.  Doing so will increase the dry 
time, and trap solvents within the primer. Spraying heavy without allowing the solvents to evaporate 
between coats will increase the dry time and cause bleed through the topcoat. 

Top coating Noreac:

Mix your topcoat as normal. Spray a light transparent tack coat and air dry using your turbine air  2-3 
minutes. Apply a second medium tack coat and turbine air dry 2- 3 minutes. Apply a third medium 
heavy tack coat and turbine air dry 3-5 minutes. Ensure the entire surface is dried to touch before 
applying your final wet gloss coat. 
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